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Abstract
A new instanton solution is found in the quantum-mechanical double-well poten-












ijklijkl, where A is a bosonic collective coordinate, i; i = 1; :::; 4 are
fermionic collective coordinates and g;m and  are coupling constants. We explain
why in general the instanton action can depend on collective coordinates.
1 Introduction
Instantons are nite action solutions to the Euclidean equations of motion in a given eld theory,
and describe tunneling processes between dierent vacua. When the model possesses rigid sym-
metries, one can act with the transformation rules on a solution to generate new solutions, and
so the instanton depends on a number of collective coordinates. The instanton action is typically
inversely proportional to the coupling constant and does not depend on the collective coordinates
generated by the rigid symmetries. Examples are the instanton in pure Yang-Mills theories [1], or
the instanton in the quantum-mechanical double-well potential (see e.g. [2]).
In supersymmetric theories, or more generally in a theory containing fermions and bosons, the
equations of motion become more complicated because the fermions can couple non-trivially to
the bosonic elds. An obvious solution is to set all fermions to zero, and to take for the bosonic
elds the usual instanton. When rigid supersymmetry is present, one can use the supersymmetry
transformation rules to obtain other exact solutions of the equations of motion with the fermions
non-zero and containing fermionic collective coordinates. Because this conguration is related to
the purely bosonic one by supersymmetry, the instanton action is still the same and does not
depend on the fermionic collective coordinates.
However, the most general solution to the equations of motion can often not be obtained by
acting on the purely bosonic conguration with symmetries. As an example consider a chiral
spinor, say in the adjoint representation of an SU(N) gauge theory with N  3, satisfying the
Dirac equation in the presence of a single instanton. The number of solutions is given by 2N , so
there are 2N Grassmannian collective coordinates (GCC). Such a spinor eld is present in N = 1
SU(N) supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory. Using ordinary and conformal supersymmetry, one
can generate four GCC, but the remaining solutions of the Dirac equation are not obtained by
symmetry. Nevertheless, because the fermions are just minimally coupled to the gauge elds, the
instanton action is still the same as without the fermions (and hence independent of the GCC),
because the fermion kinetic term vanishes upon using the Dirac equation.
The question we want to address in this paper is whether the instanton action can depend
on collective coordinates which are not produced by any rigid symmetry. Contrary to what is
commonly believed, we will show in an explicit example that the instanton action can indeed
depend on the collective coordinates of the exact instanton solution. If we denote a collective












with cl the exact instanton solution. It is then sometimes argued that because @S=@ = 0 is the
eld equation, which is satised by cl, the action cannot depend on γ. A closer inspection of (1.1)
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however shows that this argument is not correct. The reason is that to obtain the eld equation,
one has to do a partial integration. The flaw in the argument is then that one has neglected the
surface term that appears when doing the partial integration: in the instanton background it can
yield a non-zero and nite contribution. We will show this explicitly in a quantum-mechanical
model.
In theories where the fermions are not minimally coupled, like the model we will consider in
this paper, or when other elds are present which couple non-trivially, the equations of motion
are much harder to solve. Another interesting example is the N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills
theory, which contains, besides the gauge elds, four Weyl spinors and six scalar els, all in the
adjoint representation. The equation of motion for the fermions is not the Dirac equation, but
contains inhomogeneous terms due to the presence of Yukawa interactions. Again, the instanton
solution of [1] with all scalars and fermions vanishing is an exact solution of this model, but
one can also include the fermionic zero modes and try to obtain another exact solution. Even
when the scalar elds have no vacuum expectation value1, it is dicult to solve the equations
of motion with all fermionic collective coordinates present. The strategy one follows is to solve
the equations of motion iteratively in the number of GCC. Because of the Grassmannian nature,
this is a nite procedure. For N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory, this procedure was initiated in [5],
and continued in more detail in [6], to lowest order in the GCC. It was also shown that after one
iteration the instanton action contains a term proportional to four GCC, see also [7]. But because
of the complicated structure of the model (the number of iterations grows with the N of SU(N)),
an exact solution was not obtained. It is important to nd the complete GCC dependence of
the instanton action, since these terms are needed for computing correlation functions beyond the
leading order in the coupling constant. It is therefore unknown whether a complete solution exists
in this model, and whether it has nite action, and whether the winding number is modied.
The purpose of this letter is to use a toy model where this iteration procedure can be demon-
strated explicitly. It is a deformation of the instanton in a supersymmetric version of the quantum-
mechanical model with a double-well potential. As we will see, the iteration will only take two
steps, and hence our construction leads to a new instanton solution with non-vanishing fermions.
We compute the instanton action, show that it is nite and contains terms proportional to four
fermionic collective coordinates.
1If there is a vacuum expectation value for the scalars, one can use Derrick’s theorem to prove there are no exact
solution to the equations of motion [3]. In such cases, one works with approximate solutions, called constrained




We start by considering the following quantum mechanical model, formulated in Euclidean space,
Sbos = −12
∫
d f _x()2 + U2(x)g ; (2.1)
where the dot stands for the  -derivative, and the integration is over the innite  -line. The























where X is a collective coordinate associated with time translations. In fact, the instanton satises
the rst-order BPS equation _xK + U(xK) = 0.













where we have introduced the variable m = 
p
2. This zero mode is obtained by dierentiation
of the kink-instanton with respect to the collective coordinate. The normalization is chosen such
that
∫












Tunneling phenomena, including two-loop eects, in this model were analyzed in [8].
We are interested in models with fermions, so we add the following terms
S2−ferm = −12
∫
d f Ti _ i + ( Ti 2 i)U 0g : (2.6)
Here i is a flavor index, and the fermions are two-component spinors. For one fermion, there is a
supersymmetry, given by
x = "T2 ;  = 2 _x"− U" ; (2.7)
but we are interested in the case i = 1; :::; 4. The eld equations read





_ i + 
2 iU
0 = 0 : (2.8)
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The usual instanton solution to this set of equations is obtained by setting all fermions to zero
and taking for x the kink-instanton, xK . In the supersymmetric case this solution is invariant
under SUSY transformations with parameter " = 1−σ
2
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SUSY and generates a fermionic zero mode.




i () = iZ0() + ; (2.9)









The i are Grasmannian collective coordinates and Z0() is the bosonic zero mode in (2.4).
The fermionic eld equation is satised because 2 + =  + and _Z0 / x¨K while _xK +U(xK) = 0
according to the BPS equation. For the bosonic eld equation one notices that the inhomogeneous
term on the right hand side is zero for two reasons: the product ii vanishes but also  
T
+
2 + = 0.
The instanton action for this solution is still given by (2.5), because the fermion terms vanish upon
using the eld equations. For i = 1 the solution in (2.9) is generated by using the broken SUSY
















α = ij : (2.12)









1 l) ; (2.13)
where g is a dimensionful coupling constant. There are actually two terms which are Lorentz
invariant in Minkowski spacetime: a product of pseudo-scalars (with a 3 inserted), or an inner
product of vector terms, with µ inserted. One can eliminate the vector terms in favor of the
pseudo-scalar term.
The eld equations now take the form









; U 00 =
p
2
_ i + 
2 iU
0 = g ijkl 1 j( Tk 
1 l) : (2.14)
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We want to nd an exact solution to these equations by iterating in the number of GCC. Substi-
tuting the fermionic zero mode solution into the right hand side of the fermionic eld equation,


















] − : (2.15)
We used  +













i = () (ijkljkl) − ; (2.17)























































= c (1− z2)3 ; (2.21)
which is solved by
y = c
(







where a is an integration constant.
Looking at the behaviour at  = 1, which corresponds to z = 1, we see that ( = 1)







), () still diverges at  = 1,




The solution for  
(3)
i in the fermionic background now acts as a source term for the bosonic
eld equation. Denoting the new term in x proportional to 4  ijklijkl by x(4), one must
solve x(4) from the equation of motion for x = xK + x
(4),
x¨(4) − x(4) (UU 00 + U 0U 0)(xK) = ( (1)Ti 2 (3)i )U 00 : (2.24)




















with y() given in (2.22).































The homogeneous equation is solved by d=dz = A=(1 − z2)3, with A an integration constant,
which, as we mentioned above, we take proportional to 4. So we write A (4) instead. The







(1− z2)3 : (2.28)

















































































where B is another integration constant.
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It is clear that also x(4) diverges in general at  = 1 (z = 1). Similar to the fermions, we
can make the solution vanish at  = −1 by choosing A appropriately. But since we cannot have
x(4) regular at both endpoints, we decide to leave all integration constants as free parameters and
intrepret them as new collective coordinates.
Notice that we have now obtained an exact solution to the full equations of motion. Indeed,
the iteration in GCC stops at fourth order in the i; i = 1; :::; 4, so there is no further contribution
to either  i or x. The solution is given by
x = xK + x
(4) ;  i =  
(1)
i +  
(3)
i ; (2.32)
with x(4) given in (2.26) and (2.31),  
(1)
i given in (2.9) and  
(3)
i in (2.17), (2.19) and (2.22).
We now compute the instanton action. First of all, the four-fermi term gives a contribution





(1− z2)3dz = −g 9m
140
(4) : (2.33)
Next we evaluate the two-fermi terms. Using the eld equation for  
(1)
i +  
(3)
i , we nd that their













(4) + x(4)U 0(xK)U(xK)
]
: (2.35)

































It is clear that Sbos depends on the collective coordinate A but not on a and B. The term in
x proportional to A is the zero-frequency fluctuation which is not normalizable2. It blows up at
 = 1, but it contributes a nite amount to the action because _xK vanishes rapidly at  = 1.
Collecting the bosonic and fermionic contributions from (2.5), (2.37), (2.34) and (2.33), we














2The other zero-frequency solution is Z0 which is, of course, normalizable.
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Hence although x and  i blow up at  = 1, they are regular at all nite  and have nite
action.
We are currently studying the relation between this solution and the original, purely bosonic.
It may be that one can obtain (2.38) by computing the nite number of tree graphs with four
fermionic zero modes on the external legs. The propagator for for scalars in the background of
xK has been worked out in [8] and for fermions in [9].
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